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I. Introduction

On behalf of the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc. (LDF), I would like to thank Chairman Nadler and Ranking Member Jordan for convening this timely Oversight Hearing on Policing Practices and Law Enforcement Accountability. LDF is the nation’s premiere civil rights legal organization working to achieve racial justice and equity in the areas of education, economic justice, political participation, and criminal justice. For 80 years, LDF has consistently worked to promote unbiased and accountable policing policies and practices at the national, state, and local levels through litigation and policy reform advocacy. In 2015, LDF launched its Policing Reform Campaign to transform policing culture and practices, eliminate racial bias and profiling in policing, and end police violence against residents of this country.¹

For the past several months, the nation has grappled with incident after incident of violence against Black Americans by former and current law enforcement officers. In February 2020, Ahmaud Arbery, a 25-year-old Black man was taking his usual jog through a white suburb of Brunswick, Georgia when a former local police officer and his son chased him with their pick-up truck and savagely killed him with a shot gun.² On March 13, 26-year-old Breonna Taylor, a Black woman and devoted Emergency Medical Technician, was sleeping in her bed when six Louisville Metropolitan Police Department officers executed a no-knock warrant by bursting into her apartment and shooting Ms. Taylor multiple times killing her.³ In May, George Floyd, a 46-year-old Black father and brother, made a purchase at a local store where the owner accused him of using a counterfeit $20 bill. Four Minneapolis Police Department officers approached Mr. Floyd to question him. Ultimately, one officer handcuffed Mr. Floyd, wrestled him to the ground and pinned him down by placing his knee on Mr. Floyd’s neck for almost nine minutes as he pleaded for his life crying “I can’t breathe” until he succumbed to the officer’s brutal treatment. Two other officers kneeled on Mr. Floyd’s handcuffed body and another watched and did nothing.⁴

For three weeks, sustained demonstrations have erupted worldwide after the release of graphic videos of Mr. Floyd’s slow and excruciating death. Only after the protests began and these brutal killings received national attention, local law enforcement officials expedited their investigations and arrested the killers of Mr. Arbery and Mr. Floyd.⁵ Protesters demand an end to


police violence, accountability of the officers involved in the killings and police reforms. The response to activists’ demands must be swift, decisive, and transformative. After years of focusing on training and supervision, it is time to demand action by the elected officials and policymakers who are responsible for funding police departments, managing police leadership, and making and implementing laws governing police misconduct and accountability.

While public safety is primarily the responsibility of state and local governments, the federal government influences this local function for better or for worse. For example, almost 30 years ago following the highly-publicized beating of Rodney King and after acknowledging that nationwide police violence against people of color was real, Congress passed the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994, which allows the U.S. Attorney General to investigate police departments suspected of engaging in a pattern or practice of unlawful policing. Since its enactment, various administrations have taken a measured approach to utilizing this authority opening about 69 investigations and resolving findings of civil rights violations with 40 agreements between 1994 and 2017.

Yet, the Trump Administration has abdicated its authority to investigate police departments and instead has incited unlawful policing. Specifically, President Trump has encouraged police to abuse arrestees by allowing them to hit their heads as they are seated in police cars; and, U.S. Attorney General Barr warned that if people of color who protest police violence do not show respect from law enforcement, then they may not receive protection from officers. Even as demonstrators peacefully protested police violence in Washington, D.C. in the aftermath of George Floyd’s death, President Trump and Attorney General Barr, ordered federal law enforcement to disperse crowds by throwing smoke canisters and pepper balls. It is in this climate that we find our country in a policing crisis; and you, Members of Congress, a coequal branch of the federal government are called upon to act through your oversight and legislative authority.

---


We welcome the Justice in Policing Act of 2020 (the Act), a comprehensive policing reform bill introduced by House and Senate members this week. The legislation includes policing reforms we have advocated for years to ensure greater accountability of police officers who engage in misconduct. Indeed, The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights, LDF and over 400 organizations sent a letter to Congress presenting an eight-point reform platform calling for an end to the defense of qualified immunity that shields officers from accountability, creation of a national public police misconduct database, and an end to the transfer of military equipment, to name a few. Members of Congress incorporated our proposed reforms in the Act, which is a step in the right direction toward ensuring police accountability nationwide. We offer recommendations below on how to strengthen several provisions. We also urge Congress to use its oversight authority to ensure that federal agencies providing funding to state and local law enforcement comply with civil rights laws, such as Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

II. Limitations on qualified immunity should apply retroactively

Qualified immunity, a defense that shields officials from the unforeseeable consequences of their reasonable acts, has been interpreted by courts so expansively that it now provides near-impunity for police officers who engage in unconstitutional acts of violence. According to an investigative report by Reuters, from 2017 to 2019, appellate courts granted police qualified immunity in 57% of use of force civil cases.

For example, in 2018, LDF filed a petition to the U.S. Supreme Court appealing a decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit affirming summary judgment in favor of a law enforcement officer in an excessive use of force lawsuit. The case involved a 2013 fatal incident during which a Lee County, Alabama sheriff’s deputy used excessive force by tasing our client, an unarmed Black man, Khari Illidge, with a taser 13 times for trespassing. Mr. Illidge died from cardiac arrest. His mother filed a civil rights lawsuit alleging that the deputy violated her son’s constitutional right to be free from the unreasonable use of force. The deputy’s use of the taser violated both taser guidelines and police training, yet the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that the trial court was correct to dismiss the case on qualified immunity grounds.

---


because the deputy did not violate clearly established law relating to the excessive use of force.\textsuperscript{16} The appellate court concluded that Mr. Illidge’s thrashing movements as he was being tased meant he was resisting arrest and the deputy’s use of over a dozen tases was not “so utterly disproportionate that any reasonable officer would have recognized that his actions were unlawful.”\textsuperscript{17} The U.S. Supreme Court denied LDF’s petition. This case was not a one-off. Every year cert petitions are filed in the Court seeking review of cases in which law enforcement officers have successfully eluded accountability for the most violent forms of brutality by raising the qualified immunity defense.

The Justice in Policing Act seeks to address the qualified immunity shield by amending the civil rights statute used in most police excessive use of force civil cases, 42 U.S.C. §1983, to state that a law enforcement or correctional officer cannot assert a defense that he was acting in good faith or reasonably believed his conduct was lawful at the time of an incident or that a person’s civil right was not clearly established when the defendant allegedly violated a victim’s legal rights. LDF welcomes this amendment and recommend that it apply to all civil suits that are pending or filed after enactment of the Act. We will continue to work toward the elimination of qualified immunity.

\textbf{III. A national police misconduct database would prevent problem officers from moving from one police department to another}

The law enforcement professionals, like other professionals, such as lawyers and doctors, must have access to a system that collects and reports the revocation of membership or licenses for violations of standards. Doing so would prevent officers fired for misconduct to leave one state and be hired in another without the receiving agency knowing about previous bad acts.\textsuperscript{18} The Justice in Policing Act creates a public national police misconduct registry that would collect use of force complaints and termination and certification records concerning federal and local law enforcement officers. We strongly urge this Committee to expand the categories of complaints that can be collected by this database to include other acts of misconduct such as discourtesy and bias, particularly racial bias.

Access to these records would allow members of the public and law enforcement executives to identify officers with problematic backgrounds. State Bar Associations often publish the names of attorneys who have been disbarred, so too must there be a public national registry of officers who have lost their licenses or have had multiple complaints filed against them due to misconduct. Indeed, former President Barack Obama’s Task Force on 21\textsuperscript{st} Century Policing noted in its final report that “[a] national register would effectively treat “police professionals the way

\textsuperscript{16} Id. at 561.
\textsuperscript{17} Id.
states’ licensing laws treat other professionals. If anything, the need for such a system is even more important for law enforcement, as officers have the power to make arrests, perform searches, and use deadly force.”

IV. Limitations to the transfer of military equipment is encouraging, but ending the transfer of this equipment is necessary

Without question, the images of the military-style response by local police to public demonstrations in the aftermath of George Floyd’s death are jarring. Converting the streets of this nation into war zones only escalate already tense community-police relations. Following a similar response to mass demonstrations after the police killings of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, former President Barack Obama adopted the recommendations of an interagency task force created by executive order, which banned the transfer of certain surplus federal military equipment to state and local law enforcement agencies through the U.S. Department of Defense’s (DOD) 1033 Excess Property Program. This occurred after LDF and other advocates urged the Obama Administration to end the transfer of military equipment to all law enforcement agencies, including those that serve schools.

In 2017, despite a Government Accountability Office report detailing deficiencies in DOD’s process for transferring equipment that resulted in the delivery of $1.2 million of military weapons and equipment to a fake law enforcement agency, President Trump ended Obama era restrictions allowing local police departments to access mine-resistant, ambush-protected vehicles, grenade launchers and bayonets among other equipment.

Congress has and must act to rid our nation’s streets of military equipment. The Justice in Policing Act includes a provision that would limit the transfer of certain military equipment,


similar to the Obama Administration’s ban. We urge Congress to do more by banning the transfer of all excess military vehicles and weapons.

V. Congress Must Use Its Oversight Authority to Ensure that Federal Agencies that Provide Financial Assistance to State and Local Police Departments Enforce Civil Rights Laws

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits recipients of federal funds from discriminating in their programs and activities based on race, color and national origin. Failure to comply with this requirement could result in the termination of funds.25 Yet, despite providing billions in grant funding to police jurisdictions around the country, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) has never fully enforced this provision through compliance reviews or pattern or practice investigations. For example, Minneapolis has received over $7 million in federal grants since 2009,26 yet claims of racially biased policing in that city abound.27

There must be an immediate review of all DOJ and other federal agency grant funding to police departments to ensure compliance with Title VI. Federal funds should be withheld from departments that hire officers previously fired for misconduct or those with suspicious levels of in-custody deaths or assaults. The House and Senate Judiciary Committees have oversight power over the DOJ—and must hold it accountable.

VI. Conclusion

The recommendations for federal police reforms submitted by LDF and its coalition partners focus on police accountability because that is what this moment requires. Communities of color are weary of efforts that pour more funding into police departments to purchase equipment, such as body-worn cameras, and provide training to officers while Black and Brown Americans continue to suffer violence at the hands of police. It is critical that Congress change its approach to police department funding by using its legislative and oversight authority to require federal agencies that provide grants to law enforcement to aggressively enforce civil rights laws or risk termination of those funds.

Also, movements to drastically reduce police funding are at the core of a revised vision of public safety that prioritizes social services, youth development, mental health, reentry support, and meaningful provisions for homeless individuals that strengthen community resources to


proactively address underlying factors that can contribute to public safety concerns. Most public safety issues and community conflicts do not require the intervention of an armed officer. It is time to reimagine how we allocate our public safety dollars at the federal and local levels.

We look forward to working with this Committee and other Members of Congress to improve provisions of the Justice in Policing Act as it moves toward passage.

Sincerely yours,

Sherrilyn A. Ifill
President and Director Counsel

---
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